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Abstract
Most employees require motivation to like their employments and perform ideally. A few workers are cash motivated while others
discover acknowledgment and rewards expressly inspiring. Motivation levels inside the working environment directly affect worker
productivity. Workers who are inspired and amped up for their occupations do their duties to the level best of their capacity and
productivity. Employee motivation has dependably been a focal issue for organization. Managers need to become more acquainted with
their employee exceptionally well and utilize diverse strategies to propel each of them in light of their own needs. In this study, we
would like to emphasis the objective on the importance factors of motivation in the workplace to improve the job satisfaction,
organizational performance and productivity during acquisition strategy take place in the organization. Contribution of employees in
management and decision making associated to policies, objectives and strategies of the organization and enhance further study for
academia.
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1. Introduction
Employee satisfaction is one of the essential drivers for
organizational achievement. [21] and [10] are affirm that
distinguishing the key factors that rouse employee at work is vital
for the organization to perceive and comprehend the key
motivational components that impact their employees' conduct and
move can be made to enable the organization to make proper and
appropriate procedures to inspire their representatives to perform
work at an abnormal state. Moreover, [27] claims that knowing
how to rouse workers can help the organization to expand
profitability and enhance customer service and one factor that
makes competitive advantage over competitors.
It is fundamental for the organization to have powerful HR
capacities, for example, job analysis, hiring, training and
development, compensation management and motivational plans
that are coordinated or connected with its key designs or
objectives in order to enhance organizational execution models,
convey quality management to customers, and keep up its
intensity in to maintain competitive achievement ([7]; [14]).
Another motivation behind why the organization puts more
exertion into propelling employee is that an organization with a
motivated workforce presents change sooner than the organization
where its employees are demotivated ([20]; [13]). From a general
point of view, every individual can be spurred. Notwithstanding,
every individual is not persuaded or impacted by "similar things,
in the meantime, for similar reasons, or with a similar force" [21].

A fulfilled worker is by all accounts more adaptable, imaginative,
innovative, and faithful. Besides, Mathis and Jackson (2011)
include that "job satisfaction impacts organizational duty and
execution which thusly influences employee retention and
employee turnover"

2. Literature Review
[2] concurs that to be sure that motivation is "objective
coordinated" conduct. [4] also agree and contend that thought
processes coordinate the way employee carry on at the work place.
This is affirmed by Stoner, Freeman and Gilbert (2002) who call
attention to motivation is an extraordinary supporter of the degree
of worker responsibility.
Extrinsic motivation, then again, alludes to substantial rewards,
for example, pay, incidental advantages, workplace, work
conditions, and professional stability. Extrinsic drives processes
can't just be fulfilled by the work itself. That implies delight
originates from something the undertaking prompts, for example,
cash. As indicated by [17] the impacts of work, and in addition its
contributing elements are also significance for the need
fulfillment. Thus, work is viewed as a way to seek after different
motives.
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2.1 Salary

2.3 Job Satisfaction

Salary has been brought up as a motivational factor by a
substantial number of researchers. It is frequently observed as an
image of achievement and furthermore connected with solace and
security [11]. It is considered as leverage for the manager, since
they can utilize cash as a methodology and cash can greatly affect
workers' execution. A few analysts have expressed that inspiration
is the primary instrument to be utilized. Realizing that it exists an
immediate relationship amongst compensation and the outcomes
acquired [1].

Job satisfaction is the accumulation of feeling and convictions that
individuals have about their present place of employment.
Individuals' levels of degrees of occupation fulfillment can run
from outrageous fulfillment to extraordinary disappointment.
Notwithstanding having mentalities about their employments all in
all. Individuals likewise can have states of mind about different
parts of their occupations, for example, the sort of work they do,
their collaborators, administrators or subordinates and their
compensation [12]. Job satisfaction is a laborer's feeling of
accomplishment and accomplishment at work. It is for the most
part seen to be specifically connected to profitability and also to
individual prosperity. Employment fulfillment infers doing a task
one appreciates, doing it well and being compensated for one's
endeavors. Job satisfaction additionally infers excitement and joy
with one's work. Besides, job satisfaction is the key fixing that
prompts acknowledgment, pay, advancement, and the
accomplishment of different objectives that prompt a sentiment
satisfaction [16].

2.2 Workloads
Workloads alludes to the force of the occupation assignments. It
has ordinarily been the measure of work doled out or the measure
of work anticipated that would be finished by a specialist in a day
and age [8]. It is a wellspring of mental worry for workers. Stress
is a dynamic perspective in which human face opportunity and
limitation [25]. Workload can contrarily influence its general
execution. The primary goals of surveying and foreseeing
workloads are to accomplish an even appropriate, oversee
workload and decide the asset expected to do the work [8]. It is
hard to have a full control over every one of the workloads at
constantly.

3.3 Work Environment
Employee level of motivation is affected by the nature of the
workplace both its physical attributes and how much it gives
important function. While an agreeable physical condition is
corresponded with worker motivation, the relationship is not only
as solid as the connection between motivation and management
conduct [32]. Moreover, when employee feel that management
does not acknowledge or recognize their endeavors or work done
they may utilize poor working conditions as a reason to get back
at management [31].

3.4 Promotion Opportunities
If the organization gives workers the important elements to
promotion, for example, facilities, skills and ability, at that point
employee will be consequently satisfied and motivated. Promotion
and satisfaction have an immediate relationship. [5] demonstrated
that Maslow’s hierarchy of need theory additionally depicted that
when regard needs (self-sufficiency, power, acknowledgment and
status) of individuals are satisfied, they will be happier with their
occupation. Herzberg theory of inspiration states what employee
request from their occupation, the need theory shows that there is
a need of accomplishment and requirement for control in
individuals. Individuals will be more fulfilled and inspired when
their requirements are satisfied [24].

3.6 Training and Development
Training gives opportunities to employees’ development and
improves their insight and aptitudes for successful advancement
[22]. Prepared workers are more persuaded with their occupation
when contrasted with untrained employee [9]. These preparation
programs emphatically raise employees‟ progression that is useful
for capabilities [15]. By getting these preparation programs
employee can get confident, development of profession, and have
positive idea for their organizations [22]. The point of these
training and management programs is to alter employees‟ abilities
and organization possibilities [15].

2.4 Organizational Performance
As indicated by [23], organizational performance is characterized
as "a crucial indication of the organization, demonstrating how
well exercises inside a procedure or the yields of a procedure
accomplish a particular objective". In addition, [6] demonstrated
that fulfillment and hierarchical execution are interrelated with
each other and fulfillment is the resultant of organizational
performance. [18] examined work fulfillment of employee and
execution and set up reality that job satisfaction gives contribution
to better execution to organization. The structure of execution
management likewise underlines on employee occupation
fulfillment [29].

3. Conceptual Framework
Based on Figure 1, the factor affecting motivation on acquisition
strategy are salary, workloads, work environment, promotion
opportunities, and training and development. The relationship of
factors of affecting motivation is direct relation with employee
and employer which are the employee (job satisfaction) and
employer (organizational performance).
The illustration of
conceptual framework:
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Performance
Figure 1: Conceptual Framework

Adapted from [17]

4. Suggestions and Discussions
Employee need to gain sensible compensations, as cash speaks to
the most vital motivator, when talking about its powerful esteem
[26]. Monetary prizes have the ability to keep up and propel
people towards higher execution, particularly workers from
production organizations, as individual may utilize the cash to
fulfill their necessities. In this manner, pay has a noteworthy effect
in building up workers' perseverance and responsibility, being a
key spark for employee. Nevertheless, previous research has
demonstrated that compensation does not support profitability on
the long haul and cash does not enhance execution fundamentally
[30]. Additionally, concentrating just on this angle may weaken
workers' disposition, as they may seek after just monetary
benefits. Besides, there are other non-monetary components that
impact inspiration, for example, rewards, social acknowledgment
and execution inputs.
Employee can be motivated through legitimate management, as
initiative is tied in with completing thing the correct way. So as to
accomplish these objectives, the organization should pick up the
employee' trust and influence them to tail them. The end goal is to
influence them to believe and finish their errands legitimately for
the organization, the workers ought to be spurred [3].
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